
Let Big Top Radio take you on an adventure to a time 
where big arena rock shows were made to be a 
spectacle. From authentic costuming, impeccable 
mannerisms, to their spot-on replication of all of the 
big 80’s rock anthems you know and love. Big hair, big 
makeup, spandex, lipstick, and a dusting of humor 
wrapped into the most authentic arena rock show you 
will never forget!will never forget!

Muffy Starr captivates all with her gritty rock diva attitude! 
Prepare to take a ride with Joan Jett and others throughout the 
evening!
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Koz portrays a variety of characters throughout the evening such 
as Klaus Mein, Vince Neil, Steve Perry, Freddy Mercury, and more!!

Roxxxy gets “Twisted” with his Dee Snider tribute as well as man 
other characters including Alice Cooper, Brett Michaels among 
other huge names!!

Jonny Kaos is more beautiful than most women we know. He 
keeps the bass slammin all night with his fat bottom grooves!

G-Spot dares you to find him as he sits upon his throne of rhythm 
nightly! You simply can’t resist banging your head!

Joey Izzefer – aka JIZZ – shreds up the night with rippin riffs of all 
the Guitar heroes you know and love!

Big Top Radio is everything you can imagine and nothing is held back! 
Playing events for the NFL, Nascar and sharing the stage with many of your 
favorite 80’s Hair Metal celebrities including Dee Snider from Twisted Sister 
and Stephen Pearcy from Ratt to name a couple. Book today as you won’t be 
dissapointed!


